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Abstract. This paper presents the extension of an existing mim-
imally supervised rule acquisition method for relation extraction by
coreference resolution (CR). To this end, a novel approach to CR was
designed and tested. In comparison to state-of-the-art methods for
CR, our strategy is driven by the target semantic relation and utilizes
domain-specific ontological and lexical knowledge in addition to the
learned relation extraction rules. An empirical investigation reveals
that newswire texts in our selected domains contain more coreferring
noun phrases than prononimal coreferences. This means thatexist-
ing methods for CR would not suffice and a semantic approach is
needed. Our experiments show that the utilization of domainknowl-
edge can boost CR. In our approach, the tasks of relation extraction
and CR support each other. On the one hand, reference resolution is
needed for the detection of arguments of the target relation. On the
other hand, domain modelling for the IE task is used for semantic
classification of the referring nouns. Moreover, the application of the
learned relation extraction rules often narrows down the number of
candidates for CR.

With respect to the minimally supervised learning of relation ex-
traction grammars, we design and evaluate two integration strate-
gies: (i) resolution after the complete pattern acquisition process and
(ii) resolution embedded in the iterations of the learning process. The
evaluation helps us to gain and substantiate a relevant insight: CR
effectively improves recall in both strategies but it can hurt the pre-
cision because of its error spreading potential.

1 INTRODUCTION

Minimally supervised pattern acquisition methods for relation ex-
traction such as [1] and [5] can be viewed as attempts to realize a
major dream of machine learning: After receiving a few semantic
examples of relevant information units, the machine autonomously
learns from texts how humans express such kinds of information.

[20] show how this goal can be much better achieved if the ma-
chine is able to perform a syntactic analysis of the relevantsentences.
The method does not need an annotated corpus for learning theex-
traction rules but it needs a small semantic domain model andgen-
eral linguistic knowledge. For the method to be successful,only the
relevant pieces of the text have to be analyzed. But it turns out that
many instances of the targeted relation cannot be found because some
required arguments are not directly contained in the learned pattern.
They are indirectly present represented by a pronoun or another core-
ferring noun phrase. Yet all existing bootstrapping methods do not
provide means for detecting the real arguments that usuallyfollow or
sometimes precede the detected relation pattern.
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Most text sorts, among them newspaper texts, often make use
of referential expressions which form the textual coherence(see [9]
and [10]). Without effective coreference resolution such relation in-
stances cannot be recognized. Coreference resolution is animportant
research area in general linguistics and computational linguistics (see
[2], [3], [6], [9], [10], [11], [12], [15], [16], [17] and [21]).

Our novel method for coreference resolution is very restrictive. Its
sole purpose is the improvement of relation extraction, thus it only
attempts to resolve coreferences that matter for the recognition of
relation arguments. To this end it utilizes the learned rules, the se-
mantic domain model and generic linguistic knowledge sources such
as WordNet (see [14]). In this way, our coreference resolution does
not only support dedicated relation extraction, but it is also supported
by the relation extraction.

Our main objective is to improve recall without doing too much
damage to precision. The reasons for setting the priority onrecall are:
(i) recall is lower than than precision, (ii) in the framework of DARE,
precision can still be further improved by exploiting additional lin-
guistic components as filters, but instances not detected during the
bootstrapping cycles cannot be used for learning new rules and (iii)
we utilize relation extraction technology mainly in business intelli-
gence and similar applications, where truly relevant information must
not be missed but some manual filtering belongs to the work process.

The paper starts with a desription of the baseline, i.e., an exist-
ing minimally supervised bootstrapping approach to relation extrac-
tion (see [19] and [20]). Next a data analysis demonstrates the need
for CR by quantifying the proportion of relation instances that in-
volve coreferenced arguments. We then show how semantic domain
modelling can provide valuable resources for CR including hierar-
chical noun classes and synonyms. In contrast to widely usedCR
methods, our approach treats noun phrases as complex descriptions
thus also detecting subsequent references to elements of set denot-
ing noun phrases. It is also suited for gathering information on ar-
guments by aggregating the descriptions of more than one corefer-
rring noun phrase. Our novel approach to CR is then describedand
demonstrated in action. Finally, the improvement of the baseline re-
lation extraction system is measured. CR is shown to raise the re-
call in detecting prize award events and the management succession
event. The paper closes with a summary and discussion of the gained
insights.

2 DARE FRAMEWORK

[19] and [20] describe a minimally supervised machine learning
framework for extracting relations of various complexity,called
DARE (Domain Adaptive Relation Extraction). The bootstrapping
starts from a small set of n-ary relation instances as ”seed”, in order
to automatically learn pattern rules from parsed data, which can then



extract new instances of the n-ary relation and its projections. The
bootstrapping process stops when no new rules or instances can be
detected. In DARE, the rule learning and the instance extraction in-
terplays with each other. DARE presents a novel rule representation
model which enables the composition of n-ary relation ruleson top of
the rules for projections of the relation. The compositional approach
to rule construction is supported by a bottom-up pattern extraction
method.

The first example relation comes from the prize award domain.
The relation contains four arguments representing an eventin which
a person or an organization won a particular prize in a specific area
and in a certain year:

1. <recipient, award, area, year>
2. <Mohamed ElBaradei, Nobel, Peace, 2005>

(2) is an example relation instance of (1), referring to an event men-
tioned in the sentence (3).

3. Mohamed ElBaradei, won the 2005 Nobel Prize for Peace on Fri-
day for his efforts to limit the spread of atomic weapons.

DARE learns three rules from the tree in (4), i.e., (5), (6) and (7).

4.

Object: Prize

lex−mod:PrizeName modr:for

win

Subject:Person

Lex−mod:Year

(5) extracts the semantic argument area from a prepositional phrase,
while (6) extracts three arguments year, prize and area fromthe
complex noun phrase and calls the rule (5) for the argument area.

5. Rule name:: area 1
Rule body::









head

[

pos preposition
lex-form “for”

]

daughters 〈
[

pcomp-n
[

head 1 Area
]

]

〉









Output:: 〈 1 Area 〉

6. Rule name:: year prize area 1
Rule body::






























head

[

pos noun
lex-form “prize”

]

daughters 〈
[

lex-mod
[

head 1 Year
]

]

,
[

lex-mod
[

head 2 Prize
]

]

,






mod







head

[

pos preposition
lex-form “for”

]

rule area1:: 〈 3 Area〉













〉































Output:: 〈 1 Y ear, 2 Prize, 3 Area 〉

(7) is the rule that extracts all four arguments from the verbphrase
dominated by the verb ”win” and calls (6) to handle the arguments
embedded in the linguistic argument ”object”.

7. Rule name:: recipient prize area year 1
Rule body::






























head





pos verb
mode active
lex-form “win”





daughters 〈
[

subject
[

head 1 Person
]

]

,










object









head

[

pos noun
lex-form “prize”

]

rule yearprize area1::
〈 4 Y ear, 2 Prize, 3 Area〉



















〉































Output:: 〈 1 Recipient, 2 Prize, 3 Area, 4 Y ear〉

All DARE rules are extracted from sentences in which the ar-
guments of the seed example such as (2) occur. The arguments
are named entities (or other selected entity types) recognized by a
named-entity-recognition system called SProUT (see [7]).SProUT
also resolves variants of names, e.g.,Dr. Mohamed ElBaradeiand
Dr. ElBaradeiare recognized as the same person. However, the cur-
rent learning system cannot cope with sentences that mention the
target relation but contain anaphoric references to their actual argu-
ments. If a learned rule such as (7) matches the parsed tree of(8),
DARE will not be able to extract a new instance from (8) because
the subject is not a person name.

8. He/The scientistwon the 2005Nobel Prizefor Peaceon Friday
for his efforts to limit the spread of atomic weapons.

It is known that arguments belonging to a relation instance are often
distributed over several sentences. These sentences are usually linked
by coreferences, semantic chains or various discourse relations, e.g.,
(9).

9. a. Three of the Nobel Prizes for Chemistryduring the first
decade were awarded for pioneering work in organic chem-
istry.

b. In 1902 Emil Fischer (1852-1919), then in Berlin, was given
the prizefor his work on sugar and purine syntheses.

c. Another major influence from organic chemistry was the devel-
opment of the chemical industry, and a chief contributor here
was Fischer’s teacher, Adolf von Baeyer (1835-1917) in Mu-
nich, who was awarded the prizein 1905.

In example (9), two concrete Nobel Prize winning event instances
in Chemistry are mentioned, one in the year 1902 for Emil Fischer
and another one in 1905 for Adolf von Baeyer. However, the linking
between the Nobel Prize winners with the Nobel Prize is expressed
indirectly via the anaphoric NPthe prize. The two arguments (prize
name and area) shared by the two event instances are located in the
first sentence. The two winners and their prize award years can be
found in sentence (b) and (c), respectively. If we consider sentence
(b) and (c) independently from the context, we cannot tell that they
are about the Nobel Prize events, without resolving the anaphoric
referencethe prizeas the Nobel Prize.

An evaluation in [19] shows us that more than10% of the relation
instances in the Nobel Prize award domain can only be detected with
the help of coreference resolution. Therefore we can expectcoref-
erence resolution to improve the learning performance by detecting
more relation instances as seed.
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3 INVESTIGATION OF COREFERENCE
RELATIONS IN THE EXPERIMENT
DOMAIN

The phenomena of coreference has been investigated intensively in
the literature (see [9], [10], [11] and [15]). They are complex lin-
guistic phenomena influenced by lexical, syntactic, semantic and dis-
course constraints. In recent years, a number of computational ap-
proaches attempted to map these constraints to features of compu-
tational models, e.g., features of some classifiers (see [6], [13] and
[16]). The constraints shared by many approaches are

• Distance: coreference expressions are often close to each other in
the surface structure;

• Syntactic: pronominal resolution constraints within sentence
• Semantic: same semantic category, agreement in number, gender

and person;
• Discourse: parallelism, repetition, apposition, name alias

We did a study to investigate the coreference relations in our
experiment domain Nobel Prize award. The texts in the corpusare
Nobel Prize related articles from New York Times, online BBCand
CNN news reports. It contains 3328 documents with a size of 18.4
MB. We only consider documents mentioning the target relation.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of distance of coreference links in
the corpus. The target relation is located in sentence 0. We call
this sentence ouranchor. The context around the anchor where the
antecedents can be found is within three sentences before orafter the
anchor. The distribution result confirms the closeness as indicator.

Furthermore, we calculate the distribution of the pronominal and
the nominal coreference links. 25.08% of the links are pronominal,
while 74.92% are nominal. Most of the anaphora expressions are sin-
gular (96.19%) and only 3.81% are plural. To our surprise, the for-
ward links make up for 40%, but the backward links for 60%. Among
the noun phrases, the definite phrases account for 19.92% of occur-
rences and indefinite NPs thus for 80.08%.

Let us look at the following two examples (10) and (11):

10.

a. Two Americanshave won the 2002 Nobel Prize in Economic
Sciences.

b. The two scientists, Daniel Kahnemanand Vernon L. Smith, re-
ceived the honour on Wednesday for their work using psycho-
logical research and laboratory experiments in economic anal-
ysis.

11.

a. Egypt honours its Nobel Prize chemist.

b. President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt has awarded the coun-
try’s most prestigious prize - the Nile Necklace - to the
Egyptian-born chemist Ahmed Zewail.

Many approaches emphasize semantic similarity and semantic con-
sistency between the coreference expressions, e.g., ISA and synonym
relations and make use of the cohesion indicatorrepetition. Although
there are repetitions in both (10) and (11), e.g., the numbertwo oc-
curs both in (a) and (b) in (10) and the wordchemistis mentioned
in the two coreference noun phrases in (11). However, neither of the
coreference expressions can be simply resolved by ISA and synonym
relations. In both cases, the second phrase adds additionalsemantic
information, corresponding to the elaboration phenomena discussed
by [10]:

S1 is an Elaboration ofS0 if a propositionP follows from the
assertions of bothS0 and S1, but S1 contains a property of
one of the elements of P that is not inS0.

Elaboration is an important feature of newspaper reports. In our
experiment domain, we observe that various aspects of a person are
mentioned in a report to describe a Nobel Prize winner. The most
frequent properties are:

• Nationality/origin/inhabitant: e.g., two Americans, theEgyptian-
born, a Dutch

• Profession/occupation: e.g., novelist, chemist, scientist, researcher
• Title/position: e.g., professor, president
• Domain description: e.g., recipient, winner, Nobel Laureate
• General description: e.g., the man, a woman, the team

The most frequently mentioned property in our domain for a Prize
winner is profession or occupation. The second one is the title and
position. Nationalities are ranked in third position. (10)and (11) also
show that a noun phrase often describes more than one property of
a person.Egyptian-born chemist Ahmed Zewailmentions not only
the person name but also the origin and the profession of the person.
Therefore, it is important to treat a referent as a complex semantic
object. The antecedents of the anaphora noun phrase in both exam-
ples are in the second sentence. Both backward and forward search
are important in our domain.

4 ACQUISITION OF DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
DURING BOOTSTRAPPING

The observation in section 3 tells us that it is important to acquire
domain knowledge for the coreference resolution in our application
domain. However, manual modeling is too time consuming and not
easily adaptable to new domain (see [2] and [9]). The generalprinci-
ple of the DARE framework is to start with some relation instances
as their semantic seed to acquire linguistic pattern rules.The learned
extraction rules are applied to the parsed sentences in order to extract
relation instances as new seed for the next iteration. The current re-
lation instances contain only entity instances as their arguments. In
order to acquire the knowledge about the semantic roles in the target
relation, we add a knowledge mining step in each iteration during the
bootstrapping process:

Given a target relation R with n arguments
and a set of relation instances Γ detected
by DARE:
for all argument argi in r such that r ∈ Γ∧ i ∈
[1, n] do
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1. collection appositions of argi in the
whole corpus

2. extract adjectives and nouns from the
appositions and assign the frequency to the
words

3. retrieve direct hypernyms, inherited
hypernyms and its sister terms of the
adjective and noun terms from WORDNET
end for
build a domain-specific ontology from the
extracted WORDNET relations for each
argument

In our approach, the domain ontology contains a list of sub-
ontologies for each semantic role in the target relation. For the prize
award event, we have one for recipient, one for prize award, one for
area. Each subontology models the domain knowledge of each se-
mantic argument. The words mentioned in the corpus are marked
and assigned with their frequencies in the domain ontology.Further-
more, we store all descriptions for each entity in the database. These
descriptions will be used for validation when extracted entities are
referred to again in later iterations.

5 TASK DRIVEN COREFERENCE
RESOLUTION

Our coreference resolution is driven by the target relation. We con-
sider only anaphora expressions that are potential semantic argu-
ments of the mentioned relation instances embedded in the sentences
matched against the learned pattern rules such as (7).

As confirmed by our domain investigation, antecedents in thenear-
est context are preferred. The search for an antecedent stops when an
entity instance as a coreference candidate can be found. Therefore,
we construct coreference chains during the backward and theforward
search. The end of the chain is an entity instance.

In addition to the general features such as distance, agreement with
number and gender and discourse parallelism, we introduce anovel
unification method to verify the compatibility among the referential
expressions. This method is suitable to handle relations among noun
phrases, in particular, the complex noun phrases, e.g., thecoreference
relation between the infinitive plural noun phrasetwo Americansand
the complex noun phrasethe two scientists, Daniel Kahneman and
Vernon L. Smithin (10).

Given the domain ontology learned from the wordNet, we con-
struct a template for each semantic argument. For example, the re-
cipient of the Nobel Prize has the following properities:nationality,
profession, title, domain-description, general-description andname.
Then we develop mappings between the wordNet concepts and the
properties. For example, concepts inherited by the wordNetconcept
inhabitantor nativeare values ofnationality.

Let us step through (10) with our solution. A DARE rule matches
sentence (a) where the recipient role is an indefinite pluralnoun
phrase. The features of this noun phrase and their values arede-
scribed in (12):

12.


















sentenceid: i

number:

[

type: plural
amount: 2

]

definite: –
grammarrole: subject

semantics:
[

nationality: american
]



















The system looks forwards and finds a complex noun phrase in the
next sentence (b) where the feature structure of this noun phrase is as
follows:

13.






















sentenceid: i + 1

number:

[

type: plural
amount: 2

]

definite: +
grammarrole: subject

semantics:
[

profession: scientist
]

names: 〈 name1, name2〉























These two feature structures are compatible because of their close
distance, agreement in number and the parallel grammar function.
(13) can be regarded as an elaboration of (12). It adds the profession
information and instantiates the two persons with their names. The
unified feature structure for (12) and (13) is (14):

14.














number:

[

type: plural
amount: 2

]

semantics:

[

nationality: american
profession: scientist

]

names: 〈 name1, name2〉















6 EVALUATION

The general motivation of this approach is to improve the recall of
the DARE framework. We conduct two strategies: (i) resolution af-
ter the complete pattern acquisition process and (ii) resolution em-
bedded in the iterations of the learning process. In the firststrategy,
we apply the learned pattern rules again to the experiment corpus and
extract sentences with anaphora experssions. In the secondstrategy,
the coreference resolution belongs to the relation extraction in each
iteration. We experiment with the two strategies in two domains: the
Nobel Prize award and the management succession (MUC-6) (see
[8]). In MUC-6, our target relation contains also four arguments. It is
about a person (personin) taking over a position in an organisation
and a person (personout) leaving the position.

15. <personin, personout, position, organisation>

The data set and the DARE performance before the coreferenceres-
olution is given in Table 1: Given the same data set and the same

Table 1. relation extraction without coreference resolution

domain data size initial seed no. precision recall
Nobel Prize 18.4MB 1 86.5% 50.7%

MUC-6 1 MB 55 62% 48%

initial seed examples, we apply the two strategies to the twoexperi-
ment domains. The final performance is listed in Table 2.
In [19] we describe why the data of the MUC-6 management succes-
sion task are not well suited for our RE method. Our hope that CR
might improve recall for this task without ruining precision was not
fulfilled. Minor improvements of recall were outweighed by adrastic
drop of precision. To a large part the disappointing performance of
the CR extension for this task can be attributed to shortcomings of the
person-name recognition of our NEE system. The missing precision
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Table 2. relation extraction with coreference resolution

domain strategy (1) after pattern
acquisiton

strategy (2) during pattern
acquisition

precision recall precision recall
Nobel Prize 82.76% 53.47% 83.9% 54.21%

MUC-6 48.89% 51.55% 33.5% 52.85%

in NEE interacts in bad ways with the confusion between person-in
and person-out in coreference resolution.

In the Nobel prize domain, the contributions of the CR compo-
nent were much more promising. Through a manual data analysis,
we found 42 relation instances that could not be detected by DARE
because of missing coreference resolution. In these cases at least one
participant of the relation instance could not be found because the
identifiying NP occured outside the relation pattern. Our CRmethod
found 11 of these instances. In addition, CR also correctly resolved
29 cases of coreference that did not contribute to RE recall because
they occurred in mentions of instances that could be detected with-
out CR. Besides the 40 correctly resolved coreferences, ourmethod
also returned 13 false coreference resolutions. Thus the precision of
the coreference resolution was 75.5 %. Because of the tight coupling
of CR and RE, the false positives of CR also turned into false pos-
itives of RE. Thus the overall precision of the RE system slightly
decreased.

In the experiment with a tight integration of CR and rule learning,
recall improved by 3.5 %. Although precision decreased by 2.6 %
even the unweighted F-measure gained 1.9 %. The measured perfor-
mance gain would be higher for any F-measure variant reflecting the
stronger relevance of recall. The performance gain was slightly lower
for the experiment in which CR was applied after rule learning.

7 CONCLUSION

The coreference resolution approach proposed by us is driven by the
relation extraction task. The investigation of the coreference rela-
tions in the application domain shows us that coreferentialnominal
phrases do not only share the same semantic category (repetition),
but there also often exists elaboration relationship between them. We
make use of the general bootstrapping strategy to learn and extract
subontologies for the relation arguments from WordNet. Thedomain
ontology reflects the domain-specific properties of the relation argu-
ments and helps on the one hand the validation of the semanticcom-
patibility of the coreferences and on the other hand the construction
of the information content of the individual referents. In our experi-
ments, we show that integration of coreference resolution generally
improves the recall value. However, precision can be hurt atdifferent
degrees.

Our experiments have shown that a low base-line performancein
both CR and RE precision can be aggravated by a combination of
CR and RE. For the Nobel prize domain, the decrease in precision
was outweighed by the improvement in recall. We expect that an
improvement of CR precision by an enhanced NEE component will
lead to even better overall effects of the integration of CR into semi-
supervised RE. In our method, the result of coreference resolution
is not a simple yes or no such as in classification-based methods. It
is an aggregation of semantic descriptions about the referents. These
descriptions can be reused for further coreference resolution and even
for identity resolution across documents ( see [4] and [13] ).

Our approach is quite in line with our philosophy of information
extraction, i.e., the view that truly systematic approaches to informa-

tion extraction may turn into controlled gradual approximations of
text understanding [18] .
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